NEW SURFACES FOR INTELLIGENT MOBILITY
### WHAT IS IT?

The Eurocar Congress is an international meeting point in which the latest trends in the mobility sector are discussed and exhibited. These trends include the field of surface treatment, development and application of new colours, special effects in finishes and the latest developments in application processes etc.

In an industry which stands out for its constant innovation, Eurocar Congress brings together the demands of the sector to provide solutions and enable the main automotive, aeronautic and train manufacturers to meet up with paint, installation and equipment suppliers.

The Eurocar Congress will be held in Barcelona (at the Gran Via venue) as part of Eurosuras, from 1st to 4th December 2020.

### PROGRAMME

| MATERIALS | • New clear coatings with high physiochemical performance  
| • Soundproofing material  
| • Next generation finishes |
| ENVIRONMENT | • New regulation on VOC.  
| • Energy reduction in paint curing  
| • Waste reduction |
| PROCESSES | • New, low-energy consumption treatments.  
| • Processes offered to reduce time, costs and improve on quality |
| EQUIPMENT | • Innovation in paint shops  
| • Automation of manual processes  
| • New auxiliary equipment |
| BEST PRACTICES | • The latest innovations and results from the leading manufacturers in the mobility sector.  
| • An international vision from the manufacturers’ experience |

---

**Eurocar glides towards mobility**

Eurocar is supported by the participation of the leading car manufacturers and material, installation and equipment suppliers.

---

**Collaborators**

- BASF
- Chemetall
- covestro
- DÜRR
- EFTEC
- EISENMANN
- IVECO
- NISSAN
- PSA
- SurTec
- tesa
- UR